Assessment of the Capability and Intention of ANTIFA and BLM to Conduct Unconventional
Warfare Against The Government of the United States

Dear Friends, as we approach Election Day and the prospect (prayers for this please) of another
Donald Trump victory we should take the Left's threats of violence seriously.
Recently, there was an article from Natural News circulated, that made some claims that
seemed outlandish, Trump winning the popular vote for example, and it also made claims
about post-election violence which on their face are hard to believe, but which contain kernels
of truth as explained below.
To refresh, you can read the article here https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-10-29-total-waris-coming-to-america-after-biden-is-defeated.html
First, the claims:
Democrat puppet masters are leaning toward their nuclear option.
This option is a “Zero Day” attack on America’s infrastructure. This attack is likely to
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mortar attacks on police stations and fire stations (China has supplied BLM
terrorists with 60mm mortars)
Kinetic attacks on power grid substations and power generation plants (to
plunge the nation into Joe Biden’s “Dark Winter”)
Violent uprisings in the streets, where Leftists deploy firearms and bombs to
start mass killing conservatives and Trump supporters
Door-to-door executions of Trump supporters, conservative news reporters and
Christian leaders
Bombings of government buildings with high explosives (C-4)
Shutting down national transportation by fire bombing bridges and roadways
while sabotaging rail lines nationwide
Cyber-attacks on hospitals, government offices and telecommunications
infrastructure

The result would be the plunging of America into chaos and civil war,
Sound crazy? YES, however, when we look behind those claims many of them are actions
ANTIFA and BLM have the clear intention to undertake, and for which they are actively seeking
and testing the capabilities necessary to be successful.
Consider the following:

ANTIFA regularly uses "mortars" to attack police stations and other
targets, https://ktvz.com/top-stories/2020/08/10/portland-rioters-set-fires-use-mortar-2officers-hurt/ These are not the mortars we all know from WWII movies where the guy drops a
little bomb down a tube and covers his ears https://youtu.be/18NTmtS6V28 they are
commercial grade fireworks made in China and capable of delivering a substantial incendiary
payload into a building, https://www.skysongfireworks.com/product-category/professionalfireworks/display-shells/ or being modified as anti-personnel bombs with components easily
and legally obtained online. https://www.wired.com/2011/07/diy-fireworks/
ANTIFA and BLM have already killed several conservatives, most recently Lee Keltner in Denver,
and their riots regularly include cadres armed with firearms and
explosives https://www.kptv.com/news/doj-18-year-old-arson-suspect-arrested-for-throwingexplosive-device-at-portland-courthouse/article_3aac312c-d397-11ea-a0874b48795bf159.html and https://nypost.com/2020/10/13/owner-says-portland-restaurant-wasshot-at-for-being-pro-police/
While we have no evidence that ANTIFA or BLM have obtained military grade explosives (C4),
explosives regularly show up during their actions, most recently as part of ATM robberies
conducted during riots in Philadelphia. These may be opportunistic criminality or they may be
part of funding schemes for local ANTIFA cells https://abcnews.go.com/US/chargedexplosives-found-van-amid-unrest-philadelphia-black/story?id=73919058
We know that ANTIFA and BLM recruit or at least attract people with serious violent criminal
backgrounds as shock troops - all three of the individuals shot by Kyle Rittenhouse in Kenosha
had violent felony charges or convictions, as did Michael Forest Reinoehl, the ANTIFA trooper
who killed Patriot Prayer member Aaron "Jay" Danielson in Portland - they have the intention
and the capability to kill.
They have created, posted and widely disseminated a means of identifying Trump supporters
and other perceived enemies and they have now shown a willingness to move out of
commercial and government centers into residential areas. So far most of these violent
intrusions into neighborhoods have been random expressions of violence, but with the means
of identifying targets at the tap of a smartphone app they have the intention and capability of
targeting Trump supporters and conservatives for violence or
death. https://www.kgw.com/article/news/local/police-declare-riot-during-protest-innortheast-portland/283-98f65b12-16c5-43e6-857d-2b199c1da408
While we don't yet have any evidence of ANTIFA or BLM cyber or physical attacks on hospitals,
power stations or similar infrastructure, there have been numerous instances of ANTIFA and
BLM blocking streets, roads and interstate highways. Recently they blocked the I-395 tunnel in
DC https://www.wusa9.com/article/news/local/protests/protesters-block-i-395-mondaymorning/65-7188334b-d4bb-428e-ba06-b0d44da52024 While a number of hospitals and
government agencies have been targeted by cyber attackers recently, no evidence indicating an

ANTIFA or BLM connection has been released.
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/cyberattack-hits-major-u-s-hospital-systemn1241254
That being said, we do know that unstable individuals, and eco-terrorist groups allied with
ANTIFA, have attacked energy infrastructure https://thehill.com/opinion/energyenvironment/366713-more-eco-terrorist-attacks-on-energy-infrastructure-on-tapfor and https://money.cnn.com/2015/10/16/technology/sniper-powergrid/index.html and https://stopfossilfuels.org/electric-grid/shooting-transformers-disablessubstations/
Finally, we do know that BLM has trained with foreign terrorist organizations, including PFLP
see my 2015 article, Connecting the Dots Between Jerusalem and
Ferguson http://www.conservativehq.com/article/21377-connecting-dots-between-jerusalemand-ferguson and that Mandarin-speakers have shown-up on the front lines of riots in Lafayette
Park, among other places. That Communist China and Iran would benefit from chaos in America
is a given.
What's the bottom line?
In the aftermath of the election no doubt we will see a lot of unfounded claims, conspiracy
theories and downright craziness come from outsider sources. But just because the source is
outside the mainstream doesn't mean we should not evaluate the information in terms of the
capability and intention of our opponents to conduct unconventional warfare against us and
the legitimate government of the United States. When we do that, we often find these outsider
sources contain kernels of useful information and prescient warning of future action by our
enemies.
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